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ABSTRACT: This paper explores the obstacles regarding cross-border transactions on immovable property within the European Union. The existence of obstacles to the exercise of the freedom of movement of capitals, such as travel costs to the country where the property is located and finding a notary there, may even lead the parties not to enter in those contracts. E-justice solutions are being created to solve such situations and this paper reflects if they are enough to overcome the difficulties and rectify current deficiencies. It concludes by examining the tendency of solving the difficulties of international cooperation between non-judicial authorities through e-Justice tools.
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I. The problem

In cross-border transactions on immovable property within the European Union, guaranteed by the basic freedoms (specially freedom of movement of capital), a major obstacle exists: because Member States often establish preventive systems on conveyancing – obliging the contract to be concluded before a public notary or other authority, ruling out causes of invalidity, and submitting the production of all legal effects to a Land Registrar’s decision –, contracting in a different Member State of the situation of the plot of land is a difficult task.

Consider an example: if two European citizens from the Netherlands wish to benefit from the freedom of movement of capital by transferring property in Spain, the possibility of conveyancing in the Netherlands (or in another different country from the one of the property) will present significant challenges. The obstacles are so many that some writers take the conclusion of, from a practical point of view, it is mandatory to conclude the contract in the country where the situation of the plot is regulated. This circumstance is a barrier to the exercise of the European freedoms: it makes it mandatory for the individuals to travel to the country where the property is located; it prevents the possibility to draw up the deed before a notary known to the parties, in who they trust; and probably, it forces the notarial act to be written in a foreign language, unknown to the parties. Thus, additional costs are created and uncertainty on the effectiveness of the transaction arises. Possibly, the consideration of all costs and risks may even lead the parties not to enter in such contracts.

There are several reasons for this status quo.

On the one hand, some Member States establish the obligation of contracts regarding immovable property to be concluded before a public Notary of the country where the immovable is situated.¹

On the other hand, even if there is a legal possibility of conveyancing in a different country of the situation of the property, there are obstacles concerning the circulation of the public document containing the contract, not only with regard to its formal acceptance (an issue which has been out of the European acts on civil judiciary cooperation)\(^2\) but also – even if there are no doubts on the authenticity of the foreign document as instrumentum – to the recognition of the negotium (formal equivalence to the documents possibly demanded by lex situs; substantive validity of the contract, probably mentioning legal institutes different from the ones of lex rei sitae).\(^3\)

Thirdly, even assuming all mentioned difficulties do not prevent the parties from entering into such a contract, the pragmatic possibility of conveyancing is often compromised. In fact, the law of many Member States gives public responsibilities to Notaries (or similar authorities) when conveyancing immovable property: the duty to collect taxes; the obligation of verifying public licences as a prerequisite of the transaction; the certification in Land Registry of the seller’s property rights; the obligation to give notice to police authorities of the suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing; the obligation to coordinate the title with geometric registry; or even the duty of receiving the price from the buyer and transferring it to the seller after the confirmation of the transaction success.\(^4\) In fact, these duties are often impossible

---


\(^3\) Cf. the examples of French law (Mariel Revillard, *Droit International Privé et Communautaire: Pratique Notariale* (Paris: Defréonis, 2006), 480 and Spanish Law (Luis Javier Arrieta Sevilla, “La inscribilibilidad de escrituras públicas extranjeras a la luz de la primera doctrina hipotecaria,” in *El documento público extranjero en España y en la Unión Europea. Estudios sobre las características y efectos del documento público*, ed. María Font i Mas (Barcelona: Bosch, 2014), 424ff. Under Portuguese Law, vide the obligations of communication to fiscal authorities (art. 57. CNot.); the duty to harmonise the contract with Fiscal
to fulfil by foreign officials, making the contracts abroad legally allowed but pragmatically impossible.

Finally, even supposing it was feasible for a foreign notary to conveyance property abroad, the access from a different Member State to necessary information on the plot is purely unachievable: many Member States do not allow online registration or online access to public registry by foreign conveyancers, demanding national IDs of the supplicant; others do not adopt a free access Land Registration system, demanding evidence of a serious interest – increasing difficulties for foreign conveyancers; and in the cases where the accession is possible, a foreign public notary may not be able to fully understand the legal institutes inscribed or the language of Registration data. Furthermore, there are disparities between the Land Registers from one Member State to the next – regarding title and document systems; transcription and inscription systems; plot

and Land registries (art. 58.º CNot); the burden of demanding the plot is registered in the name of the seller (arts. 9.º CRPred. e 54.º CNot.); the responsibility of promoting registration of the asset (al. b) do n.º 1 do art. 8.º-B CRPred.); the onus of demanding the payment of taxes as a prerequisite of the contract (art. 49.º do Código do IMT); the obligation of verifying the handover of the house’s technical data (art. 9.º do Decreto-Lei n.º 68/2004, de 25 de Março); the responsibility of ascertaining the existence and validity of the licence for using the plot (art. 1.º do Decreto-Lei n.º 281/99, de 26 de Julho); and the burden of certifying the energy certificate of the building (art. 5.º do Decreto-Lei n.º 118/2013, de 20 de Agosto).


organised or person organised —, the foreign conveyancer has no hint on the path to follow.9

Thus, the parties’ option to conclude the contract in a Member State other than the one of the situation of the property is risky: the public notary may not know or may not be able to comply with all the requirements of *lex rei sitae* for the transaction. In consequence, there is a chance of not effectively transferring the property, compelling the parties to contract in the country of situation of the immovable property — bearing the uncertainty given by a Notarial act written in a language the parties do not understand10: “the practical solution is that a local advisor is hired.”11

This problem was acknowledged by the European Parliament, who stated it was not legally forbidden to contract abroad but the contracts were often unrecognised in the country of the property.12

II. European projects: e-Justice and international conveyancing

Being aware of the problem, the European Union is funding projects using e-Justice as a means of overcoming the difficulties and specifically mentioned them in the Green Book on Mortgage Credit, stressing its commitment.13 In this presentation, we will focus three on them: CROBECO, EU-Fides and IMOLA.

1. CROBECO – Cross Border Electronic Conveyancing

ELRA (*European Land Registry Association*) started developing CROBECO (*Cross-Border Electronic Conveyancing*) intended to simplify international contracts on immovable property by enhancing cooperation between Land Registrars of different Member States.

---


CROBECO incorporates an electronic platform connecting Land Registrars of different Member States and a plan of international conveyancing. According to this plan, the parties shall pick a Notary of their choice (probably from the country of habitual residence), who will be glad to accept the choice of law of lex domicilii for contractual obligations and to draw the contract in the language the parties know best.

This Notary shall benefit from assistance of the local Land Registrar, who will use the CROBECO platform to connect to a Land Registrar from the Member State where the plot of land is and collect data on the requirements of lex rei sitae for the international transaction. Additionally, the local Land Registrar will certify conformity with the local legislation on contractual obligations and issue a certificate on its fulfilment.

In the latest version of CROBECO (CROBECO II), the intervention of the local Land Registrar became optional. Therefore, it implemented the possibility of directly establishing contacts between the local Notary and the Land Registrar from the country where the property is located through an electronic platform (NETPRO), overcoming the criticism on the necessity of intervening two Land Registrars in order to transfer the property. The NETPRO platform is equipped with several tools optimised to make international conveyancing user-friendly: on the one hand, a repository of typical contract clauses, accepted both by lex contractus and lex rei sitae; on the other hand, NETPRO incorporates a helpdesk pointing out administrative assistants from the Member State of situation of the property, who will obtain licences, pay taxes and land information and upload all the data in the platform.

Once concluded, the contract (possibly accompanied by the certificate issued by the local Land Registrar) shall be electronically sent to the Member State of situation of the property, where it will be submitted to the Land Registry.

2. EU-Fides – facilitating real estate transactions in Europe

Possibly as a reaction to the Registrars initiative, the Council of the Notariats of the European Union (CNUE) presented in September of 2012 a similar project, replacing the mutual aid of Land Registrars by cooperation among civil law notaries

---

14 Cf. article 3 of EC Regulation 597/2008, on the law applicable to contractual obligations (Rome I).
16 Cf. Council of the Notariats of the European Union, CROBECO Project – Position of the Notaries of Europe (18 Nov. 2011), 1: “The cumulative involvement of a notary and two conveyancers is opposed to the genuine idea of facilitating cross-border real estate transaction. In everyday notarial practice, one notary and one registrar sufficed to provide for the services required”.
17 Therefore, a notary (or, if requested, a local Land Registrar) may look up NETPRO platform, selecting in the system lex contractus and lex rei sitae among the laws of Member States. With that information, NETPRO will suggest a certain draw of contractual clauses, observing both applicable laws.
18 European Land Registry Association, Common Conveyancing Reference Framework, 16 and 42ss.
from different Member States. The goal is to provide a foreign authentic document containing a contract transferring property with the same effectiveness and certainty of an internal.

In contradistinction to CROBECO, EU-Fides suggests the submission of the contract to *lex rei sitae* (under Article 3 of Rome I Regulation), promoting a unique applicable law to all aspects of the contract.\(^{20}\)

EU-Fides organises a list of public notaries of all Member States, publicising the languages spoken – the *European Directory of Notaries*.\(^{21}\) Therefore, the parties shall search for a Notary of the country of the property who can draw the contract in the language preferred (if allowed by *lex auctoris*) or, at least issue a version of the contract in that language;\(^{22}\) and a Notary of their trust – probably in the country of habitual residence. Which means EU-Fides supposes the choice of *two notaries*: one of the countries of situation of the property and another of the country of the Member State where they wish to conclude the contract. Once the notaries are chosen, EU-Fides starts by the conclusion of a *notarial cooperation protocol* between the two notaries. This digital protocol will allocate responsibilities and tasks among the two officials.\(^{23}\)

Afterwards, the Notary of the country where the contract shall be concluded will electronically have digital assistance of the Notary of the country of the property’s location, collecting information on the requirements of *lex rei sitae* for the transaction and benefiting from having an officer who can easily obtain any necessary licences, certificates and fulfil tax obligations. The notary of the country of the property will then issue a “*document notification*”, stating all the steps that must be accomplished for the transaction to be legally effective according to *lex situs* and sending the necessary documents.

There is, in conclusion, a *control of equivalence*, since the notary of the Member State of the property verifies the legal requirements for the acceptance, in that country, of a deed,\(^{24}\) but also assists in the practical aspects of the contract (paying taxes, accessing to Land Registry, etc.). The notarial specialised advices and duties are,

---

\(^{20}\) Cf. Ibid. p. 85.

\(^{21}\) The European Directory of Notaries is available on-line, via [www.notaries-directory.eu](http://www.notaries-directory.eu)


\(^{23}\) CNUE publishes models of protocols, with example clauses to be decided by both notaries.

therefore, shared: the local official shall verify all aspects concerning the parties (e.g., capacity and legitimacy); the official of the country of the property shall assess the requirements of the transaction according to lex situs. EU-Fides thus acknowledges international conveyancing is easier when there is an official of the Member State of the property.  

The drawing of the deed (only one deed) is committed to the Notary of the country of the parties, fulfilling the solemnities of that law (actor regit actum), and mentioning additional data possibly demanded by lex situs (e.g., payment method; registration requirements; notices on the intervention of real estate mediators). Notwithstanding, the deed benefits from the knowledge and expertise of two Notaries: consequently, it will be digitally signed by both Notaries. If the Member State of the situation of the property does not accept foreign deeds (like the Netherlands), EU-Fides provides for the drawing of a “clausula de apoderamiento que faculta al notario nacional para llevar a cabo todas aquellas actuaciones que, siendo complementarias, resulten precisas en el Estado de destino de acuerdo con el propio ordenamiento”:  

Once the digital deed is drawn, the Notary of the country of the property takes responsibility for the remaining process, being responsible for requesting Land Registry acts, payment of taxes, notification to public authorities or any other duties established by lex rei sitae.

3. IMOLA – Interoperability Model for Land Registers

The issue addressed by ELRA (European Land Registry Association) in the IMOLA project was the effective access to Land Registry information within the EU as a result of the problems dealt before (specially the differences in national legislation, divergences inherent to the practice of land registration and the fact of registries being encoded in different formats only accessed through proprietary and non-standard protocols).

Therefore, IMOLA aims at building a standard means of accessing basic Land Registry information within the EU, paired with explanatory material of foreign legal systems. After performing research on the common points of each national system, the Project aims at providing interoperability solutions through a model for standardised Land Registry output: the European Land Registry Document (ELRD). The ELRD formulates reference information within a structure of common fields (Template), developed through an XSD/XML scheme that allows semi-automatic processing of information through shared rules with metadata derived from a thesaurus.

In the latest version of the project (IMOLA II) – after the development of the ELRD –, the goal is to provide an interoperability platform among Land Registers in Europe, through the e-Justice Portal and linked directly to the semantic domain represented by IMOLA controlled vocabularies, glossaries and thesauruses.

27 Calvo Vidal, “La Circulación del Documento Público Notarial”, 94; Rodríguez Calvo, “Las transacciones inmobiliarias en España realizadas por extranjeros.”, 397. Editor’s note: clause of empowerment that empowers the national notary to carry out all those actions that, being complementary, are accurate in the State of destination in accordance with the proper order.
28 The Project is described in the internet, via https://www.elra.eu/imola-ii/.
The approach followed by IMOLA is, thus, different from the above: instead of creating mechanisms of enhancing cooperation between officials of different Member States through e-Justice tools, IMOLA aims to build a digital unification of Land Registry Information, allowing a Notary or a Land Registrar of a certain Member State to access the necessary data abroad.

III. Conclusions

It is clear none of the analysed projects is enough to solve all the problems concerning international conveyancing within the European Union. It is obvious these e-Justice solutions are not enough to overcome all difficulties and, on the other hand, rectify several deficiencies.29

However, the existence of these projects shows that there is a tendency of solving the difficulties of international cooperation between non-judicial authorities through e-Justice tools. Which means e-Justice mechanisms are being enhanced not only within the civil cooperation between courts but also among other authorities whose intervention is designed to avoid litigation – such as Notaries and Registrars.

29 For a critical approach to these solutions, cfr. Patrão, Autonomia Conflitual… 668ff.